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Participants - Summerschool 2017 
 
We all welcome you to Randers 

 
Universidade de Lisboa - Fmh 
 
 

Inês Catarina Gaspar 
Hello, my name is Ines and I am from Portugal. I am 19 years old. I study  
Psychomotor Rehabilitation in Lisbon. I love swim, I used to have competetions but 
when I was 12 I stopped and now I just swim in my free time. I play Clarinete in Con-
servatorio de Artes de Loures, and I think that music is one of the best things in the 
world. 

 
 

Mariana Raquel Luís Barosso 
I am a 19 years old first year student. I am interested in science and health care. I am 
a huge fan of sport and all physical activity in general. I consider myself a defender of 
a healthy lifestyle and so I love cooking nutritive dishes. Discovering the world of Psy-
chomotor Therapy have been an extraordinary experience and so I´m really happy to 
participate in this SS17.   

 
 

Sara Vital 
My name is Sara, I’m 19 years old and I am a university student. I really like children 
and my favorite hobbies are dancing, drawing, makeup, listening to music and I'm 
currently experimenting a new modality, kickboxing. I also like fitness and cooking as 
well as spaces such as the beach, amusement parks and a nice walk with my closest 
friends.I love travelling and learning new things. I hope this trip to Denmark will add 
value to my personal and professional growth. 
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Institut Superieur de Reeducation Psychomotricite et 
Relaxation 
 
 

Louise Badi 
I am a rather quiet person (it's wrong!) And sweet. In second year of psychomotricity, 
I am also alternating with seniors. Before studying psychomotricity, I did theater with 
dance. I like a lot of things, including gardening in the sun, dancing, and eating good 
meals among friends. I also like international solidarity associations. 

 
 

Marie-madeleine Janiec 
Hi !! My name is Marie-Madeleine but it�s too long to say, shout or write so you can 
just call me by my nickname Maddy. I�m in second year at the ISRP, an institute of 
higher education for psychomotor therapy  in Marseilles (France). I am 20 years old. 
My favorite occupations are watching series, playing music and climbing. Also, I like 
travelling, discovering new cultures and other ways of thinking. See you soon. 

 
 
Camille Perret 
My name is Camille, i have 22 years old and i'm psychomotor therapist student in the 
south of France (Marseille). I do appreciate human relationship, i love music, that's why 
i play clarinet. I like nature, in summertime i've worked in a high mountain refuge. To 
release, i practice running.  

 
 
Iona Perryman 
Hello! My name is Iona and I am 21. Originally from England, I now live in France and 
am in my second year of PMT studies in Marseille. I love talking and meeting new and 
interesting people! So I am really looking forward to the Summer School! I also like to 
dance, sing and do anything artsy. Oh, and I love food! (Who doesn't?) 
See you in Randers! 

 
 

Agathe Pognon 
My name is Agathe and I am a twenty-three-year-old girl. I live and study in Paris. I am 
tall, generous and smiling.I am engaged as leader scout. 
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UCC Hillerød 
 

Nynne Mørkeberg 
Going to explore Greenland this spring. When I have time I like biking or drinking coffee 
and hanging around with my friends. I like outdoor living and nature, but I also like 
relaxing on my couch. I´m looking forward to getting to know new psychomotor therapist 
interested people from different countries.  
 

 
 

Katrine Verkooijen 
I am studying to be a psychomotor therapist at UCC in Hillerød on the current M11. I 
live in Copenhagen at a dorm and I am 24 years old. I have previously attended summer 
school in Paris 2015. I was in Holland in the autumn on their psychomotor training at 
Windesheim. I am looking forward to visit VIA and get a sence of the psychomotor 
training there, as well as experiencing the different participating countries' workshops 

on    
 resilience. 

 
Ilene Lucinda Hendriks 
My name is Ilene Lucinda Hendriks, I am 28 years and study pschycomotor therapy in 
Hillerød. As a child I moved from the Netherlands to Denmark and currently I live in 
Copenhagen. Regaring to psychomotortherapy, as with many other things, my interests 
are broad. I�m looking forward to some hopefully nice and learningful days during the 
Summerschool in Randers. 
 

  
Vera Seemann 
I´m from Germany but i live and study in Danmark. ( i had to fill out the form about 
indications on my home country and institution, but der was no DANMARK, so jeg 
took Germany - but this is not right ! ) I´m have a master of arts in teaterpædagogik 
and i`m studying know Psychomotor Therapy.  

 
 

 
Stine Søfting 
Hi, my name is Stine. I just finished my 3rd year at Psychomotoric therapy studies in 
Hillerød. I’m  looking forward meeting you all 
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VIA UC Randers 
 

Nathalie Rode Meldgaard 
My name is Nathalie and I am an 2. year student in VIA Randers. I chose to study 
PMT because of my fascination of the power with in our bodies. Both mental and 
physical strengths that may not always visible to us. This is my second education 
and before I started in Randers, I have worked in the theater business as a mens 
tailor. As a tailor I worked with the body from the outside, and now I am happy to 
learn about the body from the inside. Privatly I am a 43 year old married 

     woman and mother of 3 children. 
 

 
Sysser Vinberg Hansen 
I am a student with a lot of life experience. The study of psychomotor therapy is 
something I am very engaged in and passionate about. I am lokning forward to get  
the possibility to experience the field of psychomotor therapy from another perpec-
tive than the Danish. Looking forward to a week with education, reflektion and fun. 
 
 

 
Camilla Aia de Feuth 
I am 27 years old and currently on module 8. My passion for dancing and movement 
in general, brought me to study psychomotor therapy. My dream is to work with chil-
dren and pregnancies and/or teach a body awareness movement classes. What I 
love about this field, is all the possibilities that it gives. Currently I work as a volunteer 
and enjoy my time as a student. 
 

 
Karen Bach Gustafsson 
I am 47 years old and married. We have 3 sons from the age of 21 to 12, and I am 
a grandmother to a girl that is 16 month old. 
 
 
 

 
 
Nanna Heydorn 
I'm Nanna, I'm a Danish student of psychomotor therapy. I teach pilates and I used 
to work as a potter before I started studying pmt. I like winter swimming, yoga, cake 
and lots of other stuff. I live in the center of Aarhus. 
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Pernille Klitgaard Laursen 
My name is Pernille, I am 22 (soon 23) years old. I live in a house with 5 friends in 
Viby J, a suburb to Aarhus. Phychomotor Therapy is my a big passion for me. I 
want to discover resilience as a part of developing  "sustainable human living".  
Besides my studies I practice yoga and dancing. Food, nature and music are some 
of the things I enjoy the most. 
 
 

 
Thomas Sloth Pedersen 
My name is Thomas, I'm 25 years old and study at Randers VIA U.C to become a 
psychomotor therapist. I'm at the 9. Module /fifth semester of the education. I Live 
in Randers with my girlfriend and have done so for the last two years. i'm planing 
on doing manual treatment as well as teaching teams in movement and physical 
strength classes in the future.    
 

 
 

Lea Raun 
I am 27 years old and I live alone in Randers. My boyfriend lives and works on Als. 
I like to spend my time with animals (dogs and horses), but I do not have any right 
now. I am looking forward to some technical imputs at this summer school and to 
get to know some new students. 
 
 

 
 

Kristina Toft 
Looking very much forward to summer school. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Pernille Vinther 
Myname is Pernille. Im 23 years old and Im Living in Randers with my boyfriend. I 
love to be outside and enjoy the Nature. In my free time Im helping a women in a 
wheelchair and that is so fantastic for me to help other people who can't help them-
selves. 
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Simone Haxhøg Madsen 
I want to join this year’s summer school with the theme resilience, because I see it 
as a great opportunity to learn more and expand my horizon within the psychomotor 
therapists’ methods. I am eager to practise psychomotor exercises and I want to 
use every opportunity I get to challenge myself in order to learn more about myself. 
I tend to feel insecure and start doubting myself and I want to push myself in order 
to learn how to trust myself, be more confident and feel good in body, when in 
relation with others. Also, I am thinking about taking a semester or 

      an internship in France. Therefore, I am interested in experiencing being taught 
      by teachers from other countries and hopefully make new connections and 
      friends. I hope I get to experience this summer school and learn a lot more about 
      psychomotor therapy, which I can use further on in my education and life. 

 
 

Christine Wiklund Hansen 
I'm a young woman living in Aarhus with my friend. I'm much into yoga, creative 
expression, meditation, nature, movement, laughing and luckily this goes very well 
along with the my interest in the psycomotoric field. I find the therapeutic approach 
to relations, in general, very interesting and important for the survival of the spirit 
and self healing of mankind. 

 
 
Interkantonale Hochschule für Heilpädagogik Zürich - 
HfH 
 

Elena Anita Blaettler 
Hello! I am curious to see how Psychomotor Therapy is practised in Denmark. As 
much to this, I would describe myself as a interested and engaged person who is 
passionate about acting, writing letters, being creative with pens and brushes, dis-
covering places and being inspired by conversations with people. 
 
 
 

 
Anna Aelling 
I'm Anna, 25 years old and come form Bern. I'm studying PMT in the second year 
at the HfH in Zurich. In my spare time I like inviting friends, cooking, playing games, 
doing outoor activities and practicing yoga and african dance (= 
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Svenja Fussen 
Hello together! My name is Svenja and I`m 22 years old. I`m a really open-hearted 
and active person. I`m keen on practising sports for example cygling,jogging,danc-
ing,hiking and a lot more. I`m really fond of travelling and experience new 
places,cultures and meet new peopele. I`m looking forward to spending a unforget-
table time in Randers ;) 
 

 
Anna Graf 
I'm 20 years old and live from two years in Zürich. I'm from Ticino and my mother 
tongue is Italian. I like cooking (eating!), climbing, snowboarding and taking long 
walks in the mountains. Each summer I take part to a summer camp for children with 
handicap and that's my favorite time of the year. I'm new in the world of Psychomotor 
Therapy (I started my studies last September) and happy to have the opportunity to 
know a lot more about it. 

 
 

Giara Gut 
I am a nature and movement loving person. In my holidays I love to travel and I am 
very interested in foreign cultures and languages. In my freetime I read a lot, I am a 
scoutleader and I also love biking, listening to music, singing and dancing (as long 
as nobody sees it) and accumulating knowledge about gardening and selfmade al-
ternativs to normal products. 
 

 
Gingi Long 
Hi, my name is Gingi. I'm a Swiss student in Psychomotor Therapy. I have always 
been interested in human being and how they act. Therefor i love to sit out at the 
river, a park, a café and so on and observe the people. In my free time i love to do 
sports (contact improvisation, ice dancing, slacklining, climbing, ...) and cook and 
bake good food. In my hometown i'm participating in foodsharing, we are a group 
involved against food waste. Soon i'm graduating in PMT and In September i'm go-     

     ing to start study special needs education. I'm looking forward to it. And first of all     
     i'm happy i may join the Summer School 2017 in Randers. See you there! 
 

 
Jasmin Rentsch 
I'm a Psychomotricity student in the second semester in Zürich in Switzerland. I 
origin from St. Gallen (Switzerland). In my free time, I like to try and practice different 
kind of sports and being outside. Furthermore, I like painting and reading. 
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Linda Toffolon 
My name is Linda Toffolon. I am 24 years old and studying Psychomotoriktherapy at 
the Hochschule für Heilpädagogik in Switzerland. I like to do sports and reading. I 
am a training children and teenagers in swimming. I did an erasmus in the Nether-
lands last semester. 
 
 

 
Anna Murmann 
My name is Anna. I am from Lucerne, thats a small town in the middle of Switzerland. 
I am 28 years old and I am studying psychomotor therapy. My first profession is 
primary school teacher. In my spare time I like to do things in the nature, so as hiking, 
skiing, kayaking, jogging, ... I also like to travel. This photo was taken in Lake Louise 
(Canada). I am looking forward to meeting you all 
 

 

 
Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen - HAN 
 

Sander Poot 
Hello! My name is Sander Poot, 23 years old, and live in the Netherlands. I study 
in the second year at the HAN In Nijmegen. In my free time I love to play guitar 
and photograph all kind of things. As sport I have done taekwondo for 10 years, 
some yoga, (trail)running and I do a lot of coupledances! As work, I sell camera�s 
in a store. I am looking forward to experience summer school for the second time, 
and meet you all! 

 
 

Nicole Rieswijk 
Hello everyone, My name is Nicole Rieswijk.  I'm a 3th year student psychomotor 
therapy. 2 years ago I participated in SummerSchool Paris. I enjoyed everything 
about it. So i decided to join once again in Denmark.  
 
 
 

 
Violaine Fourrier 
I am Violaine Fourrier; a half Dutch / half French girl from the Netherlands. I’m 24 
years old and I live and study Psychomotor Therapy in Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands. Dutch and French are my native languages. I am a social, enthusiastic and 
spontaneous person. I love people, culture and nature and I love traveling. I like 
to meet new people and to learn new things. I am always open for a good conver-
sation about life.  
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Martine Stoffelsma 
Hi everyone, my name is Martine Stoffelsma and I am 22 years old. I am a very 
active person: I like almost all kind of sports, especially basketball and running. If I 
am not studying, I like to spend time with friends, have delicious dinners and I really 
like to travel and experience new cultures. I�m in my third year of psychomotor 
therapy at HAN in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. At this moment I�m doing my intern-
ship where I work with both adults and children with psychiatric prob- 

      lems. In 2015 I participated in the Summerschool in Paris: I loved this experience. 
     This year again, I would like to broaden and deepen my skills and knowledge as a 
      prospective therapist. So I am really looking forward to meet you all in Randers 
      and to have great week together! See you in August! 

 
 
 

Windesheim 
 

Puk Frans Reidinga 
Hi I'm Puk (no not Puke), a 26 year old sport fanatic who's working on a daily base 
with psychiatric cliënts. During my work, I try to use sports as tool to activate the 
cliënts and try to rehabilitate them carefully. In my spare time, I spend allot of time 
on my social contacts and different sports. 
 
 
 

 
Linda Lanting 
My name is Linda Lanting. I'm 21 years old and live in Emmen, Netherlands. I like 
sports, move is my passion.I practice cycle racing, running and fitness. I work as a 
gymnastics teacher and work in the gym. I also have a passion for shoes. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Britt Procee 
Hi, I'm Britt Procee, 22 year's old and a dutch psychomotor student. I'm a happy 
but sensitive person. Besides that am I really a people person. People interest me 
lot and I like to observe how people act in different situations. Otherwise I'm inter-
ested in sports and especially in acrobatic gymnastics. 
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Mara Feick 
Hi, my name is Mara and I'm a first year student of PMT in the Netherlands. I chose 
for this study because of it's diversity and because I'm fascinated by the ways we 
humans work. Not to forget that I love the small city and the attitude of my study, 
which is that everyone should enjoy sports :) My passion is rowing and besides 
that I like visiting old and new places, getting to know new (international) people, 
reading and laughing. 
 

 
Roos Buijs 
Hello! I'm Roos Buijs and i'm very glad that I still can participate the Summerschool 
this year, although I'm almost graduated. This is my last change and i'm very happy 
that it is in Denmark this year. I heard some things from my friends about the way 
Psychomotor therapy is given in Denmark, what made me curious about it. To give 
some more information about myself, I like to dance (all different styles), travelling 
and meet new people. I'm looking forward to the summerschool! 
 

 
Anna Meijer 
I'm Anna, 24 years old and I'm an social, outgoing person. I like to travel and to 
meet new people. I like to see the differences between every human being and that 
is my perspective as therapist. Besides that i like to move, to sport. I can't sit around 
very long. In daily life I play soccer and tennis, hang around with friends, like to go 
mountainbiking and make plans to travel. I have a cat, his name is Juno and we life 
together in Groningen, in the northern part of the Netherlands. In the summer I like 

to go to the sea and go surfing. In the winter I like to go to the 
      mountains and go snowboarding. All of this I like to capture on photo's. Oh and I 
      like tea! :) 

 
 
HETS 
 

Wendy Lederer 
I wish to broaden my understanding of this job with the peculiarities of other schools 
and countries. Moreover, my internship this year (half a day every week) is with 
refugees. We work with the children aged 1 to 5 (before school age) in a kindergar-
den type of structure. Therefore the theme of resilience makes a lot of sense to me 
and i'm curious to learn more about how to sustain it. We have been discussing this 
theme in our courses too, and I'd like to confront the theories of our courses to some 

more tangible pratices. I also wish to learn more in ways of 
    practising: new games, meditation technics, body experimentation... I think I could 
    highly profit form this experience and widen my pratice later on. 
 
 

     

 


